We describe an algorithm for linear and convex quadratic programming problems that uses power series approximation of the weighted barrier path that passes throi^ the current iterate in order to find the next iterate. If r » 1 is the order of approximation used, we show that our algorithm has time complexity O(n'"""^'^*i."*'^'') iterations and O{n^ + n^r) arithmetic operations per iteration, where n is the dimension of the problem and L is the size of the input data. When /• = 1, we show that the algorithm can be interpreted as an affine scaling algorithm in the primal-dual setup. [19] used this framework to describe a primal-dual interior point algorithm that traces the central trajectory and has a woret time complexity of OinL) itra^ations.
Monteiro and Adler [25] present a path following primal-dual algorithm that requires
Oi'/nL) iterations.
This paper describes a modification of the algorithm of Montdro and Adler [25] and shows that the resulting algorithm can be interpreted as an affine scaling algorithm in the primal-dual setting. We also show polynomial-time convergence for the primal-dual affine scaling algorithm by using a readily available starting primal-dual solution lying on the central path and a suitable fixed step size. Furthennore, we show finite global convergence (not necessarily polynomial) for any starting primal-dual solution. In [21] it is shown that there exists a path of minimizers for the wetted barrier family of problems, that passes through any given primal-dual interior point. The direction generated by our primal-dual affine scaling algorithm is precisely the tangent vector to the weighted barrier path at the current iterate. Hence, the infinitesimal trajectory determined by the current iterate is the weighted barrier path sp«;ified by this iterate.
We also present an algorithm bas«i on power series approximations of the weighted barrier path that passes through the current iterate. We show that the complexity of the number of iterations is given by O(n^<i^i/'>L<i^i/'>) and that the work per iteration is Oin^ + n^r) arithmetic operations, where r is the order of the power series approximation used and L is the size of the problem. Hence, as r -^ oo, the number of iterations required approaches Oi^nL). We develop this algorithm in the context of convex quadratic programming because it provides a more general setting and no additional complication arises in doing so. We should mention that the idea of using higher order approximation by truncating power series is suggested in [17] and also is present in [1] , [7] and [21] . However, no convergence analysis is discussed there.
The importance of starting the algorithm at a point close to the central path is also analyzed. More specifically, the complexity of the number of iterations is given as a function of the "distance" of the starting point to the central path. It should be nott hat Megiddo and Shub [22] have analyzed how the starting point affects the behavior of the continuous trajectory for the projective and affine scaUng algorithms. This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we motivate the first order approximation algorithm, by showing its relationship to the algorithm of Monteiro and Adler. We also interpret this first order approximation algorithm as an affine scaling algorithm in the primal-dual setup. In §3 we present polynomial-time complexity results for the primal-dual affine scaling algorithm (first order power series) in the context of linear programming and under the assumption that the starting point lies on the central path. In §4, we analyze the higher order approximation algorithm in the more general context of convex quadratic programming. We also analyze how the choice for the starting point affects the complexity of the number of iterations. Concluding remarks are made in §5.
2. MotivattoB. In this s«:tion we provide s(Hne motivation for ihs first order version of the algorithm that will be described in this p^Kx. We concentrate our discussicm on the relatiraa^p betwmi this algraithm and the algorithm of Monteiro and Adler [25] . We also ^ve an interpretation of the first order algoritfim as an affine scaling algorithm in the primal-dual setup.
Throu^ut this p^per we adc^t the notation used in {191 a«l PS]. If the lower case X = ixx,...,xj is an n-vector, then the corresponding upper case X deletes the diagonal matrix dia^x) = di^Xi,...,xJ. We denote the jth con^xHirait of an n-vector;t by X,, for; -!,...,«. A p<Mnt(x, y, z) e«-x*«x^-will be <teaoted by ths lawet case w. Tlw k^arithm of a i^ numba: a > 0 on tttts natural base and on base 2 will be denoted by In a and k^a respectivdy. We Aatote the 2.norm and the oo-norm in «" by |j • ft and | 1 • «" re^xxaivdy. FinaUy, far w -(x, y, z) e «" x ^^ POLYNOMUL-TIME PRIMAL-DUAl. AFFIME K:AUNG
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X 91", we denote by /(w) = (/i(w),..., /.(w))^ e dt", the u-vector defined by (1) /;(»v) = x,z,, i = \,...,n.
Consider the pair of the standard form linear program (2) (P) minimize c^x where A is an m X n matrix, x, c and z are n-vectors and b and y are m-vectors. We assume that the entries of A, b and c are integer.
We define the sets of interior feasible solutions of problems (P) and (D) as We define the duaUty gap at a point w = (x, /, 2) e W as c^x -b^y. One can easily verify that for any w B W, c'^x -b'^y = x^z. In view of this relation, we refer to the duality gap as the quantity JC' Z instead of the usual c^x -b^y. We make the following assumptions regarding (P) and (D):
Before we describe the primal-dual affine scaling algorithm, we briefly review the concept of solution pathways for the wei^ted logarithmic barrier function family of problems associated with problem (P). For a comprehensive discussion of this subject, see [11] and [21] .
TTie weighted barrier function method worics on a parametrized family of problems penalized by the weighted barrier function as follows. The weighted barrfer function problem with parameter ji > 0 and weights Sj> 0, j = l,...,n is:
x>0.
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Conditions (a)-(b) of Assumption 2.1 imply that the set of optimal solutions of (P) is nonempty and bounded [25] . This fact implies that (P^) has a unique global optimal solution X = x'ifi) that is characterized by the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker stationary condition (cf. [11] , [21] ):
where s = (s^,...,sj denotes the vector of weights, y = y'in) e ^'" and z = z'in) e ^". Furthermore, as /x -• O"", the solution x'in) for (14)-(16) converges to an optimal solution of (P) and the corresponding pair (y'in), z'in)) e r converges to an optimal solution of (D) [11] , [21] . We refer to the path w': (i -* w%n) = ix'in), y'ifi), z'in)) as the path of solutions of problem (P) with weight s = isi,..., sj.
We define the central path win) as the path of solutions w'(n) of problem (P) with , x = (1,..., 1) and let T denote the set of points traced by the central path, that is, (17) r = {w = ix,y,z) e W; for some ^ > 0, JC,Z, = /i, J = 1,..., n}.
For convenience, we also refer to the set T as the central path. Monteiro and Adler [25] present an interior path following primal-dual algorithm which requires at most Oii/nL) iterations. This primal-dual algorithm assumes given constants 6 and 8 satisfying < I (18) 0 < fl < I, 
where /i° = (x°)^2 "/"• Also assumed given is a positive tolerance « for the duality gap. The algorithm iterates until the duality gap (jc*)'z* falls below the tolerance e. For w G W and ft > 0, we denote the feasible direction Aw ^ (Ax, Aj, Az) obtained by solving the Systran of linear equations (22) ZAx -I-ZAz = XZe -fie, The approach of the algorithm of this paper is to compute the search direction Aw by solving system (22)- (24) with ^ = 0, and introduce a step size a so that the new iterate w is found from the current iterate w as foUows:
More specifically, the direction Aw = (Ax, Ay, Az) is determined by the following system of linear equations
.4Ax = 0, which results in the following direction:
where the second equalities in (30)- (32) follow from the fact that z = c -v4'> and Ax -b. Note that the computation of A/ and Az is a byproduct of the computation of Ax. We denote the solution Aw of system (27)- (29) by Aw(w). We show that, by appropriately choosing the step size a > 0 and an initial starting point w° eW (via artificial variables), the algorithm outlined above has polynomialtime complexity. A detailed description of the algorithm is presented in §3 together with a proof of polynomial-time complexity.
We now give an interpretation of this algcnithm as an aflBne scaling algorithm in the primal-dual setting. Before, we need to describe a general framework for affine scaling algorithms. An affine scaling algorithm assumes a feasible interior point x° e S is given as a starting point. Given the itth iterate x = x* e S, the algorithm computes a search direction Ax s Ax* as follows. Let I> = i)* be a diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal entries. Consider the linear scaling transformation ^o: ^" -^ ^", where 'l'o(^) = D~h. In the transformed space problem (P) becomes (33) (PD) minimize (34) subject to: ADv = b,
The search direction d in the transform«J space is obtained by projecting the gradient vector Dc orthogonally onto the linear subspacs (o: ADv = 0} to obtain a frasible direction that yields the n^ximum rate of variation in the transformed objective function. Specifically, this direction is given by
Hence, in the ori^nal spat* the direction Ax is givrai by
Since (P) is posed in minimization form the next iterate Jc s x*"^' is ^ven by
where a > 0 is selected so as to guarantee that the iterate x > 0. When the scaling matrix D = X, (38) is the direction generated by the primal affine scaling algorithm [5] , [10] , [33] . Note that in this case, the primal aJfine transformation x maps the current iterate x in the original space into the vector of all ones in the transformed space. Commonly, for the primal affine scaling algorithm, the step size a is computed by performing a ratio test and multiplying the step size resulting from the ratio test by a fixed positive constant less than 1 (see for example [5] , [10] , [30] and [33] for details).
The primal-dual algorithm can also be viewed as a special case of this general framework if we assume that besides the current primal iterate x e S, we also have a current dual iterate (>?, z) G 7 in the background. In this case, if we let the scaling matrix D s iZ'^Xf^^, then (38) is exactly the direction given by (30) . Note that now the current iterate x in the original space is mapped, under the affine transformation *o. into the following vector in the transformed space
The above framework was described for problems posed in standard form. A similar description can be done for problems posed in format of the dual problem (D). In this case, the affine transformation ^^ is used to scale the slack vector z. When the scaling matrix D = Z'^, we obtain the dual affine algorithm [1] . More specifically, if (^, z) G T is the current iterate, the direction computed by the dual affine scaling algorithm is given by
where D = Z'^ and the next iterate iy, z) e T is found by setting y = y -aAy and z = z -a Az. The step size a is computed in a way similar to the one in the primal affine scaling algorithm and guarantees that f > 0. The dual affine scaling algorithm has been shown to perform well in practice [1] , [2], [20] , [23] . In tim dual framework, if the scaling matrix D = iZ'^Xf^, then (41) and (42) are identical to (31) and (32) respectively. Thus, in this case, we again obtain the primal-dual affine scaling algorithm. Global, though not polynomial, convei^ence proofs exist for the affine scaling algorithms under the assumption of nond^enera^f [5] , [10], [33] . It is conjectured, however, that both the primal and dual affiiw algorithms have worst case tinĉ omplexity that are not polynomial. By appropriately choosing a starting pdmal-dual sc^ution and a suitable fixed step size, we show in diis papa-that in the primal-dual setting, the affine scaling algoritlm }aa& poIynoaual-tiaM con^lexity.
3. He algo^tan ffinl eom^i^sKef^Btt. la tias action, we cd^rfete the <kscnp-tion of the primal-dual affine scaUng algorithm that was briefly outlined in §2 Polya(»iiial-tinM OHoplad^ im this a^Hitte is est^Ii^^ by s^ctii^ a i and 2s& ^{ntqtriate slq} ma. We make <»» fo^ta* as»mipti(»
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Assumption 3.1. An initial point w° = (x**, y°, z°) G H^ is given such that the following condition holds:
where 0 < M° = 2«<^'. Relation (43) is equivalent to requiring that w° = wiii°) where win) is the central path. Observe that Assumption 3.1 implies (a) and (b) of Assumption 2.1. Given a linear program in standard form, an associated augmented linear program in standard form can be constructed satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 3.1 and whose solution yields a solution for the original problem, if such exists. Indeed, in [25] , it is shown that the augmented problem can be constructed in such a way that a initial point w° lying in the central path is readily available and that the size of the original problem and that of the augmented problem are of the same order. The point w° is used as the algorithm's initial iterate.
The algorithm generates a sequence of points w* e JF, (A: = 1,2,...) starting from w° as follows. Given w* G W, the search direction AH-CW*) is computed according to (30) - (32) and w*+Ms found by setting
where a* is the step size at the itth iteration. For the purpose of this paper, which is limited to a theoretical analysis, we choose a constant stq) size a'' = a (for k = 0,1,2,...), to be described next. Let c be a ^ven tolerance for the duality gap, i.e. the algorithm terminates when the duality gap (x*)'z* is no longer greater than e. The step size is chosen to depend on the parameter )i°, the dimension n and the tolerance € as follows:
where [x] denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. We also assume that a < 1/2, which can be insured by the choice of the tolerance t. Note that the larger «"\ ju° and n are, the smaller the step size a is. We are now ready to describe the algorithm, which is presented below. The following theorem, vrtiose proof we defer to later in this section, describes the bduvior <rf ^e iteraticm of Algorithm 3.1 givm that a gfaxral st^ size a is taken. Theorem 3.2 parallels Theorem 2.1 closely. In spite of the fact that Theorem 3.2 was formulated in terms of the oo-term, as compared to the 2-nonn formulation of Theorem 2.1, we should point out that Theorem 3.2 also holds for the 2-nonn as will become clear from its proof. The reason we state Theorem 3.2 in terms of the oo-norm is discussed in the next section where we prove convergence (not necessarily pol5mo-mial) of algorithm 3.1 for any given starting point w" G W. Polynomial convergence will only be guaranteed in the case that the initial starting point is in some sense close to the central path. In that context, the oo-norm wiU play an important role.
We can view /(w) as a map from ^" X ^'" X Si" into 01", mapping w = (x, y, z) into the complementarity vector XZe. Under this map, the set W is mapped onto the positive orthant, the central path T is mapped onto the diagonal line /(F) = {jue; J U > 0} and an optimal solution w* = (x*, y*, z*) for the pair of problems (P) and (D) is mapped into the zero vector [25] . The image under / of the set of points w G ^F such that ||/(w) -fi,e\\ < tf/x with /i = x^z/n is a cone in the positive orthant of Si" having the diagonal line /(F) as a central axis and the zero vector as an extreme point. The central axis forms a common angle with all the extreme rays of the cone and this angle is an increasing function of 0. For this reason, we refer to ^ as the opening of the cone. Theorem 2.1 states that if we start at a point inside this cone, then all iterates will remain within the same cone and will approach the optimal solution /(w*) at a rate given by (1 -8/ v^). ITiis is to be contrasted with Theorem 3.2, where the iterates are guarante^ to be in cones with openings that ^adually increase from one iteration to the other.
Note that by (c) of Theorem 3.2, we have
that is, the duality gap is reduced by a factor of (1 -a) at each iteration. Therefore, it is desirable to choose a as large as possible in order to obtain as large as possible a decrease in the duality g^. Once a is specified, the number of iterations necessary to reduce the duality gap to a value < e is not gr^iter than • We now discuss some consequences of the above corollary. Let L denote the size of linear programming problem (P). If we set e = 2~°<^', then by (50), the iterate 'ĝ enerated by Algorithm 3.1, where K is given by (49), satisfies ix'^)V < e = 2°T hen, from w*^, one can find exact solutions of problems (P) and (D) by solving a system of linear equations which involves at most O(/i^) arithmetic operations [27J. Using this observation, we obtain the main result of this section. THEOREM 
Algorithm 3.1 solves the pair of problems iP) and iD) in at most iterations, where each iteration involves Oin^) arithmetic operations.
PROOF. From (45), (50) and the fact that e = 2-<'('> and jn-= 2^<^>, it follows that the algorithm takes at most (53) K= iterations to find a point w'' e W satisfjmg (;c*)^z* < e = 2~^^\ TTie woric in each iteration is dominated by the effort required to compute and invert the matrix ()"'.Y*/i^, namely, O(n') arithmetic operations. This proves the theorem.
• We now tum out attention towards proving Theorem 3.2. ITie proof requires some technical lemmas. where the third equality is implied by (27) . This completes the proof of (54). To show (55) multiply (28) and (29) on the left by (Aj)^ and (Ax)^, respectively, and combine the two resulting expressions. This shows (55) and completes the proof of the lemma.
• The next lemma appears as Lemma 4.7 in [25] , where it is proved. LEMMA 
Let r, s and t be real n-vectors satisfying r -¥ s -t and r^s > 0. Then we have:
(56) max(|lr||,l|5|l)<||/||, (57) \\RSe\\ < Jlfŵ
here R and S denote the diagonal matrices corresponding to the vectors r and s, respectively.
As a consequence of the previous lemma, we have the following result. Since fi -x^z/n, it follows from Lemma 3.7 that • 4. Prinud-dini power serfes dgmittm. Tlie algorithm of §3 can be viewed as generating points bas^ on a first order approximation of the weighted logarithmic barrier path of solutions detarmined by the current iterate. This obsCTvation will be examined later in more detail. In tins section, we present an al^mthm ba^ on power seri» approximation of the path of solutions tiiat pass^ throi^ the current ito-ate. As one shcHild expect, faster ocmvergmce is obtained. More interratin^y, we show that flie complexity of the numl^^ of itraatirais diepouis on Vbe order of i^proximation, say r, and nK)reover, as r -• oo, the nuiid>» of iteratimis asyn^toticaDy approaclos the complexity of tl« numba-of ita^ti(»is of titt primal-dual pafli fc^owii^ algorithm [251 nairoly, O{fiL) iteratiaas. We dea^qp tire a%orithm in this %cti(m in te POLYNOMIAL-TIME PRIMAL-DUAL AFFINE SCALING 203 context of convex quadratic programming problems b«:ause it provides a more general setting for the algorithm without additional complications.
We start by briefly extending the concepts introduced in §2 to convex quadratic programming problems. Consider the convex quadratic programming problem as follows. Let The duality gap at a point w G W, which is defined as c^x -I-x^Qx -b^y, can be easily shown to be given by x^z. We make the following assumptions regarding problems (P) and (D):
The point w" will serve as the initial iterate for the algorithm described below. Observe that (a) of Assumption 4.1 is weaker than Assumption 3.1 since we do not require w" to lie in the central path. As a result, the upper bound on the number of iterations for the algOTithm described in this section will be given in terms of some measure of distance of w° with r«pect to the central path and also in terms of the duality g^ at w°.
In the context of convex quadratk; programming prot^am, tte path of solutions for the wdghted barrier function family of pr<Alems assodated with problem (P), whwe the wd^ts are s = (JJ, ..., sJ, is detamined inqjlidtly by the following paiait»tTized syston of equations:
Under Assumption 4.1 and for ja > 0 fixed, this system is ensured to have a unique solution w'in) = {x'(fi), y'(ii), z'ifi,)). Furthermore, as ju -• 0"^, the solution x'(p.) e S for (77)-(79) converges to an optimal solution of (P) and w'ifi) = ix'in), y'iii), z'iii)) e W converges to an optimal solution of (D) {11], [21] . With these definitions and notations, the central path associated with problems (P) and (D) is defined as in §2. Given a point w = (x, y, z) e. W and letting s, = x,z,, j = 1,..., n, it follows that w'(l) = w. Therefore, for this particular set of weights, the path of solutions contains the point w. The idea of the rth degree truncated power series approach can be motivated as follows. In order to obtain an approximation to the point ^'(l -a) for a > 0, we consider the rth order Taylor polynomial, r > 1, of the function h: a -» w%l -o) at a = 0 as follows: 
(87) -eA<*>jc + ^' "A<*>j-1-A<*>z -0.
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In terms of the direction A<*>w, 1 < it < r, the right-hand side of (80) Sometimes, we denote the directions A^*>w = (A<*>x, A^^'j-, A<*>z) by A<**w(w) to indicate their dependence on the point w. Note that the coefficients of the system above are the same for the computation of all the directions A^*' w, 1 < *: < r. Once the computation of A^^^w is performed, which takes O(n^) arithmetic operations, the directions A<*>w, 2 < it < r, can each be computed in Oin^) arithmetic operations. Thus, the overall computation of A^^^w, 1 <7<r, takes O(w^ + TTJ^) arithmetic operations. In fact, exphcit expressions for A<*' w = (A^'^'x, A^''^y, A<*>z) in terms of the previous directions A^'^w, I = 1,2,..., k -1 ate given as follows:
/-I
Note that when the matrix Q = Q, that is, problem (P) is a linear prc^am, then the direction A^^' w is exactly the direction Aw s Aw(w) as defined in §3. Hius, one can easily see that the algorithm to be described next, when r = 1, generalizes the one presented in the previous section for linear prc^amming. When we consider the infinit^imai version of the algorithm de»:ribed in the previous section, or more generally, the one presented in this s«:tion «1ien r = 1, we are led to consider the solution of the following differoatiid equation in the set W of primal-dual interior feasible sduticms:
where /t° and w = (x, y, z) e W axe assumed given and (94) determines the initial condition for (93). The trajectories of the diflferential equation (93) are said to be induced by the vector field w e Jf -» A<^)(H') e ^" X ^"^ X ^". It turns out, by the way we motivate our algorithm, that the trajectory induced by this vector field and passing through the point w = (x, y, z) is exactly the locus of points traced by the path of solutions w'in) of system (77)-(79) when the wdghts s = (sj, ...,*") are given by J, = XfZi.
Before we describe the algorithm based on the rth degree truncated power senes, we need to introduce some further notation. For w e W, let f ) iy;() and frŝ umption 4.1 and let (95) duce some furthe , f^) i^,^,y;( = max,^,^"/((>!'). Consider now the point w° e W mentioned in AsNote that 6° < 1 and that /i° and 8° satisfy (97) lt/(w°)-All«<«V-
The fact that we are using the oo-norm is crucial here in order to guarantee that, given w° G W, there exist constants /i° and 6° such that tf° < 1 and such that relation (97) holds. In general, given any w^ e W, the above property does not hold if we use the 2-norm. This is the main reason for using the oo-norm instead of the 2-nonn. We now have all the ingredients to describe the truncated power series algorithm of degree r. The truncated power series algorithm of degree r studied in this section generates a sequence of points w''G W (k = 1,2,...), starting from the point w° e W (cf. Assumption 4.1) as follows. Given w* e W, w*"-^ is found by setting w^^^ = H-XH-*, a) (cf. (88)), where a > 0 is the step size. As in §3, we assume that the same step size is used for all iterations. TTie step size a > 0 is determined as follows. Let £ > 0 be a tolerance for the duality gap (x*)^(z*), so that, like in §3, we terminate the algorithm as soon as (x*)^(z*) < «. The step size is detennined as a function of the degree of approximation r, the dimension «, the parameter /i°, the constant ff° and the tolerance c as follows: (98) where y = 2/(1 -0°) and q(r) = sively as follows:
with the sequence pik) defined recur-
We also assunse that the tolerance c is given small enou^ to ensure that o < 1/2. TTie solution of the recurrence relation (99)- (100) is well known and is given by
The following estimate of^ wll be useful later.
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PROOF. Using the formula for pik) above and the fact that (2) < 2" for all n and yt < «, we obtain (102) qir)^ E and this completes the proof of the lemma.
• We are now ready to describe the algorithm, which is presented below. where in the third inequality we use the fact that (1 + »*) < 2 and (1 -^*)"' < y. This shows (107) and concludes the proof of the corollary.
• As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we have the following result. By using the last relation, expressions (110), (98) and Lemma 4.2, the corollary follows.
• Let L denote the size of the convex quadratic programming problem (P). Then if we set € = 2~''^^\ then the observation preceding Theorem 3.4 still holds in the context of convex quadratic programming problems. Using this observation, we can now state the main result of this section, which is a direct consequence of the previous corollary. We now tum our effort towards proving Theorem 4.3. The next result generalizes Lemma 3.5. It is a generalization of Lenuna 3.7 and its proof is an application of Lemma 3.6. PROOF. The proof is by inducticm on *:. For A: = 1, it follows that (119) holds by using relations (116), (89), (56) and an ai^ument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.7. Assume (119) holds for all j with 1 <y < k. We will show that (119) holds for fe. By relation (89) and relation (116) of Lemma 4.7, we have (120) i)-»A<*>;c + Z)A<*>z = -'/'
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Letting r = Z)-'A<*>;c, s = Z)A<*>2 and t = -by Lemma 3.6, it follows that 211 ?, then. where the third inequality foUows from (119) and the last inequality follows from (103). The last relation, expressions (103) and (122) and the definition of p. imply (a). The proof of (b) is similar to the proof of (b) of Theorem 3.2. This completes the proof of the theorem.
• 5. Ctmcluding rranarks. It should be emphasized that the computed upper bound on the number of iterations required by the power series algorithm of §4 decreases with r, the order of the approximation, according to O(H^*^'^^''''^L^^^^^''^). Therefore, as r -» 00, the upper bound converges to OiynL), the upi»r bound on the number of iterations r«}uired by the path following algorithms of group (c) of §1. On the other hand, the work per iteration, namely O(n' + nV) arithmetic C5)erations, increases with r. When r = <9(n) we still obtain O(n^) arithmetk op«ations pet iteiation, whidi is the work per iteration required by all interior point bas^ algcffidims if no rank-one update trick is used [15] .
The main purp(»e of this p^per was to prraait a theoretical result. However, based on the good performance of both the primal affine [31] and dual affine scaling a^rithmis [1] , [20] , [23] , we fed that the primal-dual affine scaling a^orithm has the potential of becoming a ccMnpetitiw algorithm. For a practical in^laoentation some modifications are required, such as: (1) introdudng a larger stq) sae conapoted by meims of a ratio test in the first ordra' ap{»oxiniati<c» or 1^ means of a biaary search in tfie high^ order ^jproximation a^orithms; (2) detoB^mig an ajpfpr^Hiate artificial problem that gives a good initial starting point; and (3) making a good choice of r.
Note that when r = 1, the primal-dual affine scaling algorithm described in §3 can be viewed as a simultaneous application of an affine scaling algorithm to the primal and dual problems, which implies that both the primal and dual objective functions monotonically approach the optimal value. For a practical implementation, this suggests that two ratio tests performed independently in the primal and the dual spaces respectively, might outperform one ratio test done simultaneously in the primal-dual space, since a larger decrease in the duality gap would be obtained. On the other hand, the last strategy would be more conservative in the sense that it would keq? the iterates from coming too close to the boundary of the primal-dual feasible region.
